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Abstract—Information ﬂow vulnerabilities in UML state
charts and C code are detrimental as they can cause data leakages
or unexpected program behavior. Detecting such vulnerabilities
with static code analysis techniques is challenging because code
is usually not available during the software design phase and
previous knowledge about what should be annotated and tracked
is needed. In this paper we propose textual annotations used to
introduce information ﬂow constraints in UML state charts and
code which are afterwards automatically loaded by information
ﬂow checkers that check if imposed constraints hold or not. We
evaluated our approach on 6 open source test cases available
in the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
Juliet test suite for C/C++. Our results show that our approach
is effective and can be further applied to other types of UML
models and programming languages as well, in order to detect
different types of vulnerabilities.

and check if information ﬂow constraints hold or not based on
information propagation techniques.

Keywords—model-based veriﬁcation, information ﬂow vulnerability, static code analysis

In this paper we address this open problem by providing:
a light-weight security annotation language, two editors used
to edit source code ﬁles and UML state charts and four
information ﬂow checkers. The checkers can automatically
load and use code annotations in order to detect explicit
and implicit information ﬂow [53] vulnerabilities based on
Extended Static Checking (ESC) [10] in UML state charts and
C code.

I.

The detection of information ﬂow vulnerabilities in code
and UML state charts is not well addressed and is particularly
challenging. Foremost, there is no common annotation language for annotating UML state charts and source code with
information ﬂow security constraints such that vulnerabilities
can be detected also when code is not available. Second, there
are no automated checking tools which can reuse the annotated
constraints in early stages of software development to check for
information ﬂow vulnerabilities. We think that it is important to
specify security constraints as early as possible in the software
development process in order to avoid later costly repairs or
exploitable vulnerabilities.

I NTRODUCTION

The US National Vulnerability Database (NVD) [44] lists
8454 common vulnerabilities and exposures in the last 12
months from which 403 (4.77%) are information leaks caused
by inappropriate handling of information ﬂow in software
applications. Inappropriate handling of information ﬂow can
cause a wide range of problems as, information ﬂow leakages/disclosure, weird program behavior and weaker cryptographic algorithm encryption.

In summary, our contributions are:

These types of vulnerabilities are introduced during design,
architecture or coding phase and can be potentially exploited
if not discovered early. Information ﬂow vulnerabilities in
UML models and code are introduced by software designers
or programmers who are sometimes ”blind” with respect to
the fact that they are trained to focus point-wise (one code
line and one data ﬂow at a time). This is why it is important
to develop techniques and tools which can detect this type of
vulnerabilities before they materialize in production code.
Information ﬂow vulnerabilities are hard to detect because
static code analysis techniques need previous knowledge about
what should be considered a security issue. Code annotations
which are added mainly during software development [6] can
be used to provide additional knowledge regarding security
issues. On the other hand code annotations can increase the
number of source code lines by 10% [27]. In order to detect
information ﬂow vulnerabilities software artifacts have to be
annotated with annotations attached to public data, private data
and to system trust boundaries. Next, annotated artifacts have
to be made tractable by tools which can use the annotations
978-1-4673-9598-4/15
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•

A novel light-weight security annotation language
used to deﬁne information ﬂow constraints in UML
state charts and source code, §III.

•

Deﬁnition of information ﬂow inference rules which
were implemented inside our information ﬂow checkers, §IV-2.

•

Two annotation language editors designed as Eclipse
plug-ins which are used to edit UML state charts and
source code ﬁles, §V-B and §V-D.

•

Experiments are presented in section §V based on
automatic loading and usage of textual annotations
inside 3 new checkers, §V-C and a checker, §V-E
which is an extended version of [39].

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: §II
introduces two motivating examples of information ﬂow vulnerabilities. §III presents addressed challenges, the annotation
language tag set and the used language design process. §IV
gives a brief overview about the implementation. §V presents
experimental results. §VI addresses related work. Finally, §VII
contains the conclusion and future steps.
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II.

M OTIVATION

”call 2” whereas the ﬂow contained in S3 has ”call 2” switched
with ”call 3”. This scenario highlights the situation that in case
a function call is missing and/or the ordering between one or
more function calls is switched then a bug report should be
created.

The scenarios II-1 and II-2 highlight that: ﬁrst, in order
to detect implicit information ﬂow vulnerabilities during the
design phase a design tool is needed where for instance a
cryptographic algorithm can be modeled and annotated so that
the model is tractable afterwards for information ﬂow propagation checkers; second, for detecting explicit information
ﬂow vulnerabilities in source code an information ﬂow checker
is needed that can track conﬁdential (private) information
on all satisﬁable program execution paths. Next, we present
two scenarios which usually arise in a software company
specialized in producing software that has to satisfy imposed
security requirements during design and coding phase. Lets
assume, Bob is a software engineer in this security software
company. Due to his years of experience Bob is frequently
involved in both the design and coding phase.

2) Detecting Vulnerabilities During Coding: Alice
remembers during the coding phase that the software product
contains multiple software modules which are responsible
for handling conﬁdential information inside secure software
packages and issues Bob the following requirement.
Make sure that no conﬁdential/private information is leaked
out of the ”security packages” contained in our system.
After a short period of brainstorming Bob comes with the
requirement remodeled in ﬁgure 2.
 

1) Detecting Vulnerabilities During Design: During the
design phase of a new software product Bob gets the following
requirement from the stakeholder Alice.
Make sure that the cryptographic algorithms used in the
”security packages” contain all algorithm steps in the right
order as speciﬁed in the algorithm API.
Note, that if a step of an cryptographic algorithm was
forgotten inside a program then this can lead to software
vulnerabilities [36].
 


  




  



  



  











  

 
  



  

 



  

  



  









 

Fig. 2: Explicit information ﬂows sketch ( no bug,  bug)
 
  

Figure 2 depicts two explicit information ﬂows (Denning [53]) contained in two secure packages (F1) and (F2)
where each of the ﬂows starts with ”statement 1” and ends
with ”statement n”. The ”statement 1” up to ”statement n”
represent C language statements. F1 is depicted with a solid
line containing the ﬂow from the ”source” to the ”sink”
indicated with circles at the top and bottom of each of the
two information ﬂows. A ”source” is any function or programming language statement which provides private information
through a system boundary. A ”sink” can be a function call
or programming language statement which exposes private
information to the outside of the system through a system
boundary. Note that a system boundary can be a statement,
function call, class, package or module. In ﬁgure 2 the ”source”
and ”sink” represent language statements where information
enters and respectively leaves F1 or F2. The solid arrows
represent an explicit information ﬂow between the ”statement
1” up to ”statement n”. The ”source” was tagged with label ”c”
(conﬁdential) as it inserts conﬁdential information into F1. The
dotted arrows represent the passing of the conﬁdential label ”c”
between the program statements. When a variable labeled with
”c” is about to leave F1 then a bug report should be created.
This is indicated in ﬁgure 2, (), at the bottom of F1. Figure 2
depicts inside F2 the same information ﬂow as before but the
”source” in this information ﬂow is not tagged. This represents
a non-restricted information ﬂow and no bug report should be
issued—depicted in ﬁgure 2 at the bottom of F2 with .



  

  











 

 

  



 

 
  






 










 

 




  

Fig. 1: Implicit information ﬂows sketch ( no bug,  bug)
Figure 1 depicts three distinct implicit information ﬂows
(Denning [53]) of a cryptographic algorithm contained in three
packages, (S1), (S2) and (S3), where each ﬂow starts with ”call
1” and ends with ”call n”. The ”call 1” up to ”call n” depicted
in ﬁgure 1 represent C function calls. The dotted lines represent
implicit information ﬂows between ”call 1” up to ”call n” and
indicate indirect interdependency between the presence and
ordering of the function calls. This indirect interdependency
we call implicit information ﬂow. The solid arrows represent
function calls to the cryptographic algorithm (CA) which is
depicted as a solid rectangle in ﬁgure 1. The ﬁrst information
ﬂow depicted in ﬁgure 1 with (S1) is a correct ﬂow () since
the function calling ordering is respected and no algorithm
call is missing. The information ﬂows contained in S2 and S3
marked with () in ﬁgure 1 contains a bug respectively. The
information ﬂow contained in S2 does not contain the required
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III.

C HALLENGES AND L ANGUAGE I MPLEMENTATION

descriptor (e.g., in Posix: 0 stdin, 1: stdout, 2: stderror, 3...),
E the tag @variable which can be used only inside single
line annotations whereas @parameter is used only in multi
line annotations and F the tags which are used to specify
the name of a parameter or a string comment. The tags were
deﬁned and implemented iteratively based on the work ﬂow
presented in ﬁgure 3 and by using the xText [12] language
deﬁnition grammar.

A. Challenges and our Idea
Our goal is to overcome the challenge of not being able
to detect implicit and explicit information ﬂow bugs in UML
state charts and C code. Thus, we need an annotation language
which can be used to annotate UML state charts (during
risk analysis [6]) and code by inserting information ﬂow
restrictions during two software development phases (design
and coding). Our insight is that the same annotation language
can be used to add information ﬂow constraints to UML
state charts and code in order to detect information ﬂow
vulnerabilities.

C. Language Implementation Process
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Fig. 3: Language design process

B. Annotation Language Tags
A
Description
function name tagging
B
Annotation Tag

.

    

For the sake of brevity we will brieﬂy list other addressed challenges throughout our approach: converting textual
comments into annotations objects, introducing syntactically
correct annotations into ﬁles, how to use the same annotation
language in order to annotate UML state charts and source
code, dealing with scattered annotations and attaching annotations to the right function declaration or variable.

Target Type

  
   

/

The challenge was addressed by designing a light-weight
annotation language containing textual annotations which can
be used to annotate source code and UML state charts which
are backward compatible. The textual annotations (single-line
and multi-line annotations) are similar to [46], [47] from
annotation format perspective. The single-line annotations have
the start tag "//@" and the multi-line annotations have the
start tag "/*@" and the end tag "@*/".

   

The process depicted in ﬁgure 3 was used in order to
implement our annotation language. Figure 3 depicts the
annotation language implementation process. The process is
comprised of the following steps: Foremost, the .xtext ﬁle
containing the language grammar indicated in ﬁgure 3 with 1
was edited. Next the grammar ﬁle is ”compiled” and software
artifacts are generated, indicated in ﬁgure 3 with 2 . After
editing the .mwe2 ﬁle we ”compile” it, depicted with number
4 in ﬁgure 3. The result of compiling is: a parser, a lexer
and class bindings between these two (lexer and parser) and
the grammar ECore model indicated in ﬁgure 3 with the two
boxes located on the right of 2 and 4 . The generated parser,
lexer and the bindings were reused inside our engine, 5 and
in the UI source ﬁle editor indicated with 6 in ﬁgure 3. After
opening and editing a source ﬁle with the editor, 7 , the ﬁle
can be parsed and the annotations can be automatically loaded
and used inside our checkers. This process can be repeated as
many times as needed, 8 .

Description
uses info.
provides info.
declassiﬁes info.
sanitizes info.
is a trust-boundary

Description
conﬁdential High/Low tags
source High/Low tags
Description
conﬁdential High/Low tags
source High/Low tags

F
Description
the tagged parameter name
optional textual comment

TABLE I: Security language annotation tags

IV.

I MPLEMENTATION

1) The Grammar of Our Annotation Language: Figure 4
contains in Extended Backus–Naur Form (EBNF) notation
the grammar of our annotation language. The following type
face conventions were used: Italic font for non-terminals,
bold typewriter font for literal terminals including keywords.
Our annotation language grammar has two grammar rules
S_L_Anno and M_L_Anno used for deﬁning security annotations. The Func_Decl and Attr_Definition rules are
used to recognize C/C++ function declarations and variable

Table I contains in section: A the annotation language
target types, B the annotation tags which can be used in
combination with the target tag @function, C the tags
@preStep and @postStep which are used to specify
information about previous and post function calls, D the tag
@parameter and the labels conﬁdential and source which
can be accompanied by labels L and H which are used to
tag public and private variables. Source can be used as ﬁle
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Ann Lang

::=

HeaderModel*;

H Model

::=
|
|
|

S L Anno;
M L Anno;
Func Decl;
Attr Def ;

S L Anno

::=
|
|
|
|

”//@
”//@
”//@
”//@
”//@

::=
|

[”/*@ ”], [”* ”], Func Ann, (” @*/”)
(”*”), [” ”]*, (”@*/”);

M L Anno

Figure 5 presents the typing system on which our information ﬂow inference rules, depicted in ﬁgure 6, are based on. In
the ﬁrst row of ﬁgure 5, A , we deﬁne the following data types:
H and L used to attach private and public labels to program
variables (High/private and Low/public) and PreStep and
PostStep used to attach function call ordering labels to
previous and post function calls. Figure 5, B , presents three
types of phrases on which our inference rules are based.

;single line comment rule
;multi line comment rule
;function declaration rule
;variable declaration rule

@function ”, Func Type, [H | L];
@parameter ”, p Name, Sec Type, [H | L];
@variable ”, v Name, Sec Type, [H | L];
@preStep ”, pr s Name, [H | L];
@postStep ”, po s Name, [H | L];

 0 (INT)

γn:L

 1 (VAR)

γ  x : H var

2 (ARITH)

Func Ann

Func Type

Sec Type

::=
|
|
|

”@function ”, Func Type, [H | L];
”@parameter ”, p Name, Sec Type, [H | L];
”@preStep ”, pr s Name, [H | L];
”@postStep ”, po s Name, [H | L];

::=
|
|
|
|

declassiﬁcation;
sanitization;
sink;
source;
trust boundary;

::=
|

conﬁdential;
source;

3

(R-VAL)

4

(ASSIGN)

5 (COMPOSE)

6 (IF)

Fig. 4: Light-weight annotation language grammar excerpt
7 (WHILE)

declarations. Without the previous two rules the source ﬁle
editor could not parse existing library ﬁles and make annotation language suggestions which are presented in ﬁgure V-D.
Due to paper space limitations we do not present the details
of Func_Decl and Attr_Def grammar rules.
2) Inference Rules for Secure Information Flows: The goal
is to prevent the information ﬂowing from H (high security
level, private) variables to L (low security level, public)
variables through trust boundaries. The inference rules are
implemented inside our static analysis engine which can handle
pointers. Lets consider the following C if statement, if
a(L) ≤ b(H) then{} else{}, where variable a has attached the label L and variable b has attached the label H.
There could be implicit (the variables inside the then or else
branch do not depend on the values of a or b) and explicit
(the variables inside the then or else branch depend on the
values of a or b) ﬂows between variables contained in the
then or else as follows: L to L, H to H, L to H and H
to L. If a variable labeled H is used afterwards inside a trust
boundary then a information ﬂow leakages should be reported
and a bug report should be created.
A (data types)
B (phrase types)

8

(F-CALL-P)

9

(F-ORDER)

if γ(x) = H var

γe:L
γ  e : L
γ  e + e : L
γ  e : H var
γe:H
γ  e : H var
γ  e : H
γ  e := e : H cmd
γ  c : L cmd
γ  c : H cmd
γ  c; c : H cmd
γe:H
γ  c : H cmd
γ  c : H cmd
γ  if e then c else c : H cmd
γe:H
γ  c : H cmd
γ  while e do c : H cmd
γ  e : τ (PreStep, Poststep) H, L
γ  e : τr (PreStep, PostStep) H, H
γ  e : τ1 (PreStep1 , PostStep1 ) ∗ τ2 (PreStep2 , PostStep2 ) . . .
γ  e : τr1 (PreStep1 , PostStep1 ) ∗ τr2 (PreStep2 , PostStep2 ) . . .

Fig. 6: Typing rules specialized to L, H, PreStep, PostStep for
secure explicit and implicit information ﬂow (implemented)
Figure 6 depicts our secure information ﬂow inference rules
which are based on the Denning [53] lattice model and Volpano
et al. [58]. We used only two security levels (L and H) which
correspond to 0 and 1 whereas one could use multiple levels if
required, (e.g., [. . . , –3, –2, –1, 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . ]). The expression
γ  e : L, 3 , means that expression e has security level L.
γ  e : τ (P reStep, P oststep) H, L, 8 , means that if
a function call was tagged with the labels P reStep (H) and
P ostStep (L) then the label of P ostStep is replaced with H
after execution. (e.g., strcpy(var1(L), var2(H)) after execution
we have strcpy(var1(H), var2(H))).
Note that for inference rules, 1 , 3 , 4 , 5 , 6 and 7
we instantiate them with security level H. We decided to
do this in order to give concrete inference rules instances.
The rules are intended to work the same if instantiated with
label L. The rules 0 , 2 , 8 are instantiated with L and

τ ::= H | L | PreStep | PostStep
ρ ::= τ | τ var | τ cmd

Fig. 5: Secure typing system specialized on trust boundaries
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work the same when instantiated with security level H. The
inference rules presented in ﬁgure 6 describe how the label(s):
0 L is attached to an integer value, 1 H is attached to a
variable 2 L is passed to the result of an arithmetic addition
operation 3 H is passed during a return statement 4 H
is passed during an assignment statement 5 L and H are
passed during a composition statement, 6 H is passed during
an if statement, 7 H is passed during a while statement,
8 PreStep and PostStep are used to pass the label H
between the parameters of a function call, 9 PreStep_i
and PostStep_i are used to deﬁne a ﬁxed ordering and
presence of function calls (implicit information ﬂow, functions
are not calling each other), no security level was needed (see
listing 2).

responsible for traversing the UML state chart during state
chart simulation. The UML state chart will be traversed by
the code generation algorithm and code is generated based on
the mentioned state chart execution ﬂow. The generated code
will contain at least one bad path (contains a true positive) and
a good path (contains no bug) per UML state chart if those
paths were previously modeled inside the UML state chart.
V.

E XPERIMENTS

A. Methodology
We selected 6 C test cases contained in the open source
Juliet test suite [43], ((a) CWE-259 [32](the programs contain
a hard-coded password, which it uses for its own inbound
authentication or for outbound communication to external
components), CWE-325 [36](the software does not implement
a required step in a cryptographic algorithm, resulting in
weaker encryption than advertised by that algorithm), CWE666 [33](the software performs an operation on a resource at
the wrong phase of the resource’s lifecycle, which can lead to
unexpected behaviors) and (b) CWE-526 [37](environmental
variables may contain sensitive information about a remote
server), CWE-534 [34](the application does not sufﬁciently
restrict access to a log ﬁle that is used for debugging),
CWE-535 [35](a command shell error message indicates that
there exists an unhandled exception in the web application
code. An attacker can leverage the conditions that cause these
vulnerabilities in order to gain unauthorized access to the
system)).

3) Information Flow Checkers: We developed 4 C code
checkers based on the Codan API [26] for 4 types of bugs ((a)
one checker for the programs contained in CWE-526, CWE534 and CWE-535 used to detect information exposure bugs)
and ((b) three checkers for each of the programs generated
from: CWE-259, CWE-325 and CWE-666 (three new C programs were obtained by remodeling the programs contained
in CWE-259, CWE-325 and CWE-666 with UML state charts
and then C code was generated). The available or generated
source code was parsed and a Control Flow Graph (CFG)
was constructed for each program. The Juliet test suite contain
many ”good” and bad paths. We decided to model only one
”good” path and ”bad” path in each UML state chart for the
sake of brevity. Thus, the user can model and generate as many
CFG paths as he wants. The checker (a) uses the inference
rules: 3 and 8 and the other three checkers (b) use the rules:
0 , 1 , 4 , 8 and 9 , depicted in ﬁgure 6 in order to detect
the bugs. The plug-in checker (a) was developed in 3 persondays and the other three checkers (b) were developed in 1
person-day for each of them. Thus, the most time consuming
tasks was implementation of inference rules.

Vulnerabilities (a) were selected: ﬁrst, because these contain information ﬂows which can be modeled with UML state
charts and second, in order to present how our approach
can address the ﬁrst scenario presented in section II-1. The
vulnerabilities (b) were selected since they contain information
ﬂow bugs inside C code and they represent a good ﬁt with
regard to how our approach addresses the second scenario
depicted in section II-2. The ﬁrst three programs contained
in (a) were remodeled with our UML state charts editor in
order to detect implicit and explicit information ﬂow bugs in
the generated code.

4) UML State Chart Editor: We developed an UML state
chart editor based on the open source Yakindu SCT [21]
framework. We extended the existing language grammar with
our annotation language grammar in order to support our set
of tags. Furthermore, we implemented an annotation proposal
ﬁlter which was used to ﬁlter out (not present to the user)
the annotation language tags of the Yakindu SCT language
grammar.

First, we remodeled programs (a) with our UML state
chart editor V-B by attaching to the UML state chart states
information ﬂow propagation restrictions. Next, C code was
generated from the UML state charts using our C code
generator. After code generation, we ran our three (one explicit
and two implicit) checkers for CWE-259 (explicit information
ﬂow propagation checker), CWE-325 (implicit information
ﬂow propagation checker) and CWE-666 (implicit information
ﬂow propagation checker)) on the generated code. Second, we
annotated programs (b) with information ﬂow restriction annotations using our source code language editor V-D. Next, we
ran our explicit information ﬂow checker on the annotated code
(for CWE-526, CWE-534 and CWE-535 (explicit information
ﬂow propagation checker)).

5) Source Code Editor: We implemented a source code
editor which offers annotation language proposals which are
context sensitive with respect to the position of the currently
edited syntax line. If for example, a C expression is not
properly parsed then the proposal mechanism would not work
from that line on until the end of the ﬁle. Thus, the editor
suggestions work only if the whole ﬁle is parsed without errors.
6) C Code Generator: A C code generator was developed
based on Eclipse EMF and xTend which is used to generate
the state chart execution code containing the previously added
security annotations from UML state charts. The code generator outputs two ﬁles per UML state chart (one .c and one
.h ﬁle). Generated annotations can reside in both header ﬁle
and source code ﬁle. Previously annotated UML state chart
states are converted to either C function calls or C variables
declarations, both have been previously annotated. We use
the available state chart execution ﬂow functionality which is

The goal of the experiments presented in sections V-B, V-C
and V-D, V-E are to ﬁnd out the followings: (1) if all
vulnerabilities could be successfully detected, (2) if false
positives were generated, (3) the vulnerabilities detection runtime overhead and (4) if our approach is usable for detecting
explicit and implicit information ﬂow bugs in UML state charts
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Fig. 7: The process of annotating UML state charts and/or source code and bug detection

node, shallow history, deep history, ﬁnal state, exit
node, choice and synchronization. For the sake of brevity
we highlight the remodeling of only CWE-325 and exclude
showing remodeling details for CWE-259 and CWE-666.

and source code. Furthermore, we have given a brief overview
of bug reports in ﬁgures 9 and 11 in order to describe how bugs
can be traced back to the location where they were detected.
As testing platform we used the Ubuntu OS running kernel
3.8.0-35-generic, 64-bit, Intel i7-4770 CPU @ 3.40GHz × 8,
16 GB RAM. Finally, we addressed threats to validity.

Figure 8 depicts with boxes having rounded corners (e.g.,
ﬁgure 8 circled number 1 ) UML state chart states which
were added for each of the function calls of the ﬁrst program
contained in CWE-325 [43] (depicts ”good” and ”wrong”
usage of a cryptographic algorithm). The good path (not
buggy path) and bad path (buggy path) (”good path()” and
”bad path()” strings) are contained inside two large boxes
depicted in ﬁgure 8 with circled numbers 3 and 4 . In
those two boxes we remodeled the ”good” and ”bad” program
execution paths contained in Juliet test case CWE-325 [43].
Next, we attached to each UML state chart state transition
representing a program function call an annotation box (e.g.,
ﬁgure 8 circled number 2 ). The annotation boxes contain
annotation tags marking what is the correct, previous and next
(post) function call for the used cryptographic algorithm inside
the ﬁrst program contained in CWE-325 [43]. Concretely, we
used the tag sink (was used since each processing step uses
data in order to perform some internal operations) and the tags
@preStep and @postStep in order to mark the previous
expected function call and the next expected function call with
respect to CWE-325. These annotations were used to specify
allowed information ﬂows. The modeling of the UML state
chart (each algorithm function call was successfully modeled)
was performed by one user which needed 10 minutes for
modeling the UML state chart and adding the annotations.
Each consecutive algorithm function call can be regarded as
a forbidden information ﬂow if the order of the call does
not match the information stored in his @preStep and
@postStep tags.

B. Annotating UML State Charts

Fig. 8: First C program contained in the CWE-325 test
case [43] remodeled with an UML state chart
Figure 8 depicts the ﬁrst program contained in CWE325 [36] (”Missing Required Cryptographic Step” and contains
implicit information ﬂows) remodeled with our UML state
chart editor. The user can edit the UML state chart using the
tool palette containing the following: transition, state,
state annotation, composite states, region, initial entry

The annotations depicted in listings 1, 2 and 3 were
obtained from the ﬁrst three programs contained in CWE259, CWE-325 and CWE-666 [43] which were previously
remodeled with UML state charts and then code was generated.
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Listing 1: cwe 259.h

Listing 2: cwe 325.h
/ ∗@ @ f u n c t i o n s i n k
∗ @ p o s t S t e p C r y p t C r e a t e H a s h @∗ /
void CryptAcquireContext ( ) ;
/ ∗@ @ f u n c t i o n s i n k
∗ @preStep C r y p t A c q u i r e C o n t e x t
∗ @ p o s t S t e p C r y p t H a s h D a t a @∗ /
void CryptCreateHash ( ) ;
/ ∗@ @ f u n c t i o n s i n k
∗ @preStep C r y p t C r e a t e H a s h
∗ @ p o s t S t e p C r y p t D e r i v e K e y @∗ /
void CryptHashData ( ) ;
/ ∗@ @ f u n c t i o n s i n k
∗ @preStep C r y p t H a s h D a t a
∗ @ p o s t S t e p C r y p t E n c r y p t @∗ /
void CryptDeriveKey ( ) ;
/ ∗@ @ f u n c t i o n s i n k
∗ @preStep C r y p t D e r i v e k e y @∗ /
void CryptEncrypt ( ) ;

/ /@ @ v a r i a b l e b H
char ∗b ;
/ /@ @ v a r i a b l e a L
char ∗a ;
/ ∗@ @ f u n c t i o n s i n k
∗ @parameter b H
∗ @parameter a L @∗ /
s t r c p y ( char ∗a , char ∗b ) ;
void
/ ∗@ @ f u n c t i o n s i n k
∗ @parameter a L @∗ /
v o i d LogonUserA ( char ∗a ) ;
/ ∗@ @ f u n c t i o n s o u r c e
∗ @parameter a L @∗ /
f g e t s ( char ∗a ) ;
void

The programs were remodeled with UML state charts by
following the steps presented in ﬁgure 7 sequentially: 1a
(select tool from palette), 1b (select annotations) 2a , 2b ,
2c , 2d , 2e (insert annotations) and 3a which represents
the C code generation step based on the C code generator
presented in section IV-6. On the generated code the editor V-D
can be applied as many times as needed in order to reﬁne
the annotations, indicated in ﬁgure 7 with 1c . Next, the C
language comments (annotations) depicted in listings 1, 2
and 3 are used to detect bugs in the generated programs.
Steps 4 , 5 , 6 and 7 depicted in ﬁgure 7 are performed
sequentially and automatically by our three checkers on each
of the three generated programs in order to detect the bugs.

Listing 3: cwe 666.h
/ ∗@ @ f u n c t i o n s i n k
l i s t e n @∗ /
∗ @postStep
void bind ( ) ;
/ ∗@ @ f u n c t i o n s i n k
∗ @preStep b i n d
∗ @ p o s t S t e p a c c e p t @∗ /
listen () ;
void
/ ∗@ @ f u n c t i o n s i n k
l i s t e n @∗ /
∗ @preStep
void accept ( ) ;

positive) is based on correct information ﬂow inference rules.
Proving correctness of the used inference rules is beyond the
scope of this paper.

C. UML State Chart Information Flow Checkers Results
File
cwe 259.c
cwe 259.h
cwe 325.c
cwe 325.h
cwe 666.c
cwe 666.h
Total

SLoC
26
34
24
84

LoCo
24
13
11
48

FP
0
0
0
0

TP
1
1
1
3

TTP
1
1
1
3

T [s]
0.005
0.008
0.003
0.005
0.002
0.003
0.026

DB





TABLE II: Bug detection results for generated programs
Fig. 9: Bug reports for the three generated programs

Table II contains the following abbreviations: Source Lines
of Code (SLoC), Lines of Comments (LoCo), FP (FalsePositives), True Positives (TP), Total True-Positives (TTP) per
Test Case (TC) with all programs included, Time in seconds
(T [s]) and Detected Bug (DB). Table II presents the results of
running our three checkers (2 implicit information ﬂow checkers for CWE-325 and CWE-666 and one explicit information
ﬂow checker for CWE-259) on each of the generated programs.
The three generated programs contained respectively three
true positives which were successfully detected as indicated
in table II column 8. In general if a UML state chart is
properly modeled and annotated then every kind of information
ﬂow related bug can be addressed since our approach is
based on program execution paths which assure full program
path coverage. The trustworthiness of our approach (true/false

Figure 9 depicts the bug reports obtained by running the
checkers in parallel on the generated programs. The circled
numbers in ﬁgure 9 indicate the following: number 1 indicates the analyzed programs (generated programs), number
2 presents three bug reports (each generated by one of our
checkers for the analyzed programs) and number 3 shows the
bug location (line number 18) in source code ﬁle cwe 325.c by
clicking on the second bug report (Missing Crypto Step Bug
Detected). The bug reports depicted in ﬁgure 9 with number
2 , conﬁrm that all bugs were successfully detected and no
false positives and false negatives were generated.
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D. Annotating Source Code

TC
CWE-526
CWE-534
CWE-535
AnnoLib
Total

TPr
18
36
36
90

SLoC
1172
5745
5218
2194
14329

FP
0
0
0
0

TP
17
34
34
85

TTP
18
36
36
90

T [s]
37.432
88.426
86.191
1.400
213.399

DB





TABLE III: Bug detection results with annotated library

Table III contains the same abbreviations as table II and
uses additionally the abbreviations: Test Case (TC) and Test
Program (TPr). Table III presents the results of running our
explicit information ﬂow checker together with the annotated
library, AnnoLib on 90 C programs. This table is similar to
the table depicted in [39] except the fact that this time we
used an annotated library in order to annotate program sinks
and sources. The average AnnoLib loading time (annotations
parsing and conversion to EObjects) per C program (90 TPr)
was 1.4 [s]. If the AnnoLib would be loaded only once (this
was not possible due to our current engine Eclipse plug-in
implementation) for all the 90 TPr we could save 126 [s] (90
TPr × 1.4 [s]), thus achieving an overhead of 1.1%. We think
that 1.1% is a low overhead value regarding the fact that the
6 annotations were distributed in 6 header ﬁles contained in
AnnoLib (3902 LOC).

Fig. 10: Annotating source code ﬁles
Figure 10, number 1 , indicates the annotated ﬁle
”stdlib dummy.h” contained in the library (AnnoLib) which
is used inside the second Eclipse C project. The library was
edited once and then re-used 90 times in each of the 90
programs contained in the workspace. Number 2 indicates
the place (lines 568–569) inside the current opened ﬁle where
one annotation was added.
Listing 4: Source code annotations (→ depicts belonging)
0. / ∗@ @ f u n c t i o n s o u r c e
1. ∗ @parameter
name c o n f i d e n t i a l @∗ /
2. char ∗ g e t e n v ( c o n s t char ∗ name ) ;
→ stdlib dummy . h
3. / ∗@ @ f u n c t i o n s i n k
4. ∗ @parameter
f o r m a t c o n f i d e n t i a l @∗ /
5. i n t p r i n t f ( c o n s t char ∗ r e s t r i c t
format , . . . ) ; →
stdio dummy . h

6. / ∗@ @ f u n c t i o n s o u r c e
7. ∗ @parameter p a s s w o r d c o n f i d e n t i a l @∗ /
8. i n t LogonUserA ( char ∗ username , char ∗domain , char p a s s w o r d
, . . . ) ; → windows dummy . h

9. / ∗@ @ f u n c t i o n s o u r c e
10. ∗ @parameter p a s s w o r d c o n f i d e n t i a l @∗ /
11. i n t LogonUserW ( char ∗ username , char ∗domain , char p a s s w o r d
12. / /@
13. i n t
14. / /@
15. i n t

, . . . ) ; → windows dummy . h
@function sink
f p r i n t f ( . . . ) ; → stdio dummy . h
@function sink
f w p r i n t f ( . . . ) ; → wchar dummy . h

Listing 4 depicts all generated annotations as C language
comments for CWE-526, CWE-534 and CWE-535. In listing 4
”→” indicates in which ﬁle belonging to AnnoLib each
annotated function declaration is contained. Furthermore, we
used in listing 4 ”...” to denote that not all parameters were
listed due to paper space limitations. We attached in total 6
annotations to the programs trust boundaries of the selected test
programs indicated in listing 4 as code comments. Each code
comment is attached to the next function declaration contained
in listing 4 on the following line. The AnnoLib contains 3902
LOC, 6 annotations and 6 ﬁles which are copies of the C
standard library ﬁles. The AnnoLib was annotated by following
the steps indicated in ﬁgure 7 sequentially: 1d and 1e using
our source code editor V-D. Steps 4 , 5 , 6 and 7 depicted
in ﬁgure 7 are performed sequentially and automatically by
our information ﬂow checker after the annotations were added
in order to detect the bugs.

Fig. 11: Information ﬂow bug report

Figure 11 depicts a bug report obtained after running our
checker on the 7th program contained in CWE-526 [43]. Number 1 contained in ﬁgure 11 indicates the current analyzed
program, number 2 presents the bug report of our information
ﬂow checker and number 3 depicts the bug location (line
number 13) in the program where the information exposure
bug was detected. Next, we tested our checker on the 90
TPr and detected 85 true positives out of 90 true positives (5
programs were not analyzed due to the current limitation of our
engine to deal with C ”goto” statements) without generating
any false positives and false negatives.
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F. Threats to Validity

code [3]. In addition, several other annotation languages including FlowCaml [50], Jif [7], Fable [55], AURA [22] and
FINE [54] express information ﬂow related concerns. Recently
taint modes integrated in programming languages as Camlbased FlowCaml [52], Ada-based SPARK Examiner [5] and
the scripting. However, none of these annotation and programming languages have support for introducing information ﬂow
restrictions in both models and the source code.

Internal Validity: Our experimental results presented in
table III may not support our ﬁndings for several reasons.
If our annotation gathering analysis incorrectly skips some
annotations or misses some constraints, then it might report
false positives or false negatives. For these reason we built an
annotation checking mechanism inside our tool which checks
if the generated annotation objects are valid models of the
textual annotation. If we misinterpreted the timing results, then
the potential total overhead of 1.1% could not be feasible. We
addressed these factors by testing our tool extensively on open
source programs with a known number of information ﬂow
bugs and repeating each experiment for three times for each
of the analyzed programs.

Splint [14], Flawﬁnder [59] and Cqual [49] are used to
detect information ﬂow bugs in source code and come with
comprehensive user manuals describing how the annotation
language can be used in order to annotate source code.
iFlow [24] is used for detecting information ﬂow bugs in
models and is based on modeling dynamic behavior of the
application using UML sequence diagrams and translating
them into code by analyzing it with JOANA [25]. In comparison with our approach these tools do not use the same
annotation language for annotating UML models and code.
Thus, a user has to learn to use two annotation languages
which can be perceived to be a high burden in some scenarios.
UMLSec [23] is a model-driven approach that allows the
development of secure applications with UML. Compared with
our approach, UMLSec does neither include automatic code
generation nor the annotations can be used for automated
constraints checking. Heldal et al. [18], [19] introduced an
UML proﬁle that incorporates a decentralized label model [40]
into the UML. It allows the annotation of UML artifacts with
Jif [42] labels in order to generate Jif code from the UML
model automatically. However, the Jif-style annotation already
proved to be non-trivial on the code level [45], while [19]
notes that the actual automatic Jif code generation is still future
work. These approaches can not be used to annotate both UML
models and code. Moreover, these approaches lack of tools for
automated checking of previously imposed constraints.

External Validity: Our results cannot potentially be generalized for other scenarios since our light-weight annotation
language has a reduced expressiveness and only 5 inference
rules were implemented. Furthermore, we did not test our
UML state chart editor on very large UML state charts but
as far as we noticed the used UML state chart framework [21]
can deal with a high number of created states (greater than
100 states) inside a single UML state chart. Our two editors
and four information ﬂow checkers are Eclipse plug-ins and
can run only in the Eclipse environment. We mitigate this issue
by arguing that developing a GUI for an Eclipse plug-in is not
a time consuming task for an experienced developer.
VI.

R ELATED W ORK

The detection of information ﬂow vulnerabilities [31] can
be addressed with dynamic analysis techniques [2], [16], [48],
static analysis techniques [17], [41], [51], [58], [60] (similar
to our approach with respect to static analysis of code and
tracking of data information ﬂow) and hybrid techniques which
combine static and dynamic approaches [38]. Also, extended
static checking [10] (ESC) is a promising research area which
tries to cope with the shortage of not having certain program
run-time information.

VII.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

We developed a keyword-based annotation language that
can be used out of the box for annotating UML state charts and
C code in two software development phases by providing two
editors for inserting security annotations in order to detect information ﬂow bugs automatically. We evaluated our approach
on open source programs and showed that our approach is
applicable to real scenarios.

The static code analysis techniques need to know which
parts of the code are: sinks, sources and which variables
should be tagged. A solution for tagging these elements in
source code is based on a pre-annotated library which contains
all the needed annotations attached to function declarations.
Leino [27] reports about the annotation burden as being very
time consuming and disliked by some programming teams.
There are many annotation languages proposed until now for
extending the C type system [9], [13], [29], [30], [57] to be
used during run-time as a new language run-time for PHP and
Python [61] to annotate function interfaces [13], [29], [57], to
annotate models in order to detect information ﬂow bugs [24]
to annotate source code ﬁles [46], [47], [56] or to annotate
control ﬂows [13], [15], [29]. The studies rely on manually
written annotations while our annotation language is integrated
into two editors which are be used to annotate UML state
charts and C code by selecting annotations from a list and
without the need to memorize a new annotation language.

To the best of our knowledge our annotation language is
the only light-weight annotation language usable for specifying
information ﬂow security constraints which can be used in the
design and coding phase in order to detect information ﬂow
bugs.
In future we want to extend our source code editor as
a pop-up window based proposal editor used to add/retrieve
annotation to/from a library. The deﬁnition of new language
annotation tags should be possible from the same window by
providing two running modes (language extension mode and
annotation mode). The envisaged result is to reduce the gap
between annotations insertion/retrieval and the deﬁnition of
new language tags.
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